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Follow along for more tips and insights to succeed in hotel sales.
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GitGo Spark™  
Self-Paced + Community Support + Group Coaching Q&A 

Do you want to...

• Book a ridiculous amount of revenue?

• Be in the top percent of earners in the industry?

•  Keep your pulse on the latest insights, tactics and strategies used  
to book millions in revenue even in some of the worst economies?

There has never been a more critical time in hospitality for sales professionals or aspiring sales 
professionals to invest in your own future. This kick-start program gives you easy-to-apply tools and 
proven mindset methods. Our unique approach weaves in real-world application, community, group 
coaching and master classes that will catapult your value. 

Visit gitgocoach.com/gitgo-spark-info1 to learn more about how this program is designed for real 
achievement and packed with value.

GitGo Fuel™   
Spark Benefits + 1:1 Coaching with  
renowned experts in hospitality sales & mindset

Do you want to take your Spark™ Membership to the next level? Are you a sales leader who wants to 
invest in your rising star[s]?

Fuel™ gives you all the benefits of GitGo Spark™, plus virtual one-on-one coaching with leading 

experts in hospitality sales. 

High performing coaches develop high performing teams. 

GitGo Fuel™ Certified Coaches provide accountability, support and skill development. Their coaching will 
lead to an increase in conversion rates of closed business, a sustainable sales pipelines and delivery of 
topline revenue. They also work through roadblocks and barriers with you, illuminate possibilities for you 
and inspire action. Our coaches are truly invested in your journey and ultimate success.

The program will include a Kolbe A™ Index Assessment and an interpretation of results by GitGo’s Kolbe 
Certified™ Consultant. This interpretation helps you gain insight into your modus operandi—giving you 
leverage and professional acumen.
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GitGo Ignite™  

GitGo Spark™ & Fuel™ Programs + Fully Customized  
for an epic boost to productivity & sales contribution

Fully customized, this course of action is outlined to optimize a sales team while applying flexibility to 
fit the personality and functionality of your team. Built with a transformational design, GitGo Ignite™ 
will open doors and solidify business to add direct revenue to your pipeline in a “lead by example” 
format. GitGo Coaches build in one-on-one time with each team member to ensure accountability. 
Simultaneously, they will be diving into current systems, processes and tools to deliver measurable 
results and improved scorecards that will transform the team’s performance to world-class. 

GitGo Ignite™ is well-suited for newly formed teams looking to launch successfully into the new era of 
hospitality sales. It is also effective for existing teams who’ve experienced change and need an added 
layer of support, accountability and fresh insight to compete in today’s environment.

Schedule a getting acquainted call by emailing: amyi@gitgocoach.com and see how  
GitGo Fuel™ or GitGo Ignite™ sessions can boost your sales efforts and mindset exponentially!
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